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Warmer waters bringing the tropics to Sydney
The recent coral bleaching event on the Great Barrier Reef has 
highlighted what can happen when sea water becomes warmer.  At 
Lizard Island in the northern area of the Great Barrier Reef, the water 
temperature, just below the surface normally does not get above  29.5°C  
but this year it remained above 29.5°C for approximately six weeks.  
The temperate corals in Sydney Harbour also were  not immune to 
the increased temperatures and for the first time, some bleaching has 
been observed on these corals.

The warmer waters have a flow-on effect for Sydney.  For the past 16 
years, Professor David Booth and his team have surveyed the Sydney 
region for the arrival and fate of the wave of coral reef fishes that travel 
down the coast on the East Australian Current (EAC).  2016 was the 
biggest year yet with over 50 species arriving by late summer.    Very 
few of these arrivals survive over winter when the water temperature 
drops below 18°C.  However, climate models predict that this will 
change and within the next 20 years we are  likely to see winters with 
the water temperature exceeding 18°C.

LAST CHANCE 
BOOK NOW!!
The 2016 Emerald Dinner will be held 
on 8th September at the beautiful 
Sergeants Mess, Chowder Bay.

It will be an excellent night with great 
prizes, entertainment and guest 
speaker Professor Tim Flannery.

SIMS scientist, Dr. Adriana Vergés, has worked around the world 
researching the ecological impacts of a changing climate and the 
tropicalisation of temperate communities such as algal forests and 
seagrass meadows.  In a recent publication she has documented  
potential changes resulting from warming sea water.  Canopy algae, 
such as kelp and other seaweeds, are vital for temperate coastlines.  
They provide food and shelter for a wide array of species but they 
need relatively cool water to survive.  The massive La Niña event 
of 2011 caused extreme ocean warming off the coast of Western 
Australia and resulted in an unprecedented decline in algal forests 
and the temperate marine life they support.

Tropical fish migrating south include algal eating species such as the 
convict surgeonfish that is now found off Sydney in late summer.  
The invasion of tropical rabbitfish in the Eastern Mediterranean has 
created huge barren areas that were formerly algal forests.   Similarly 
off southern Japan, over 40% of algal forests have disappeared since 
the 1990s.  Increased annual grazing rates by tropical rabbitfish and 
parrotfish appear to be the primary cause.

A neon damselfish in Sydney Harbour, photographed in 2016.
Photo:   Jack Hannan

Chart showing water temperature at Lizard Island 0.6 metres below the 
surface.  Chart by Anne Hoggett using GBROOS data.

A spur of the moment photo by Professor Emma Johnston, showing a 2.8 kg coral 
trout caught in January 2015 by doctoral student Derrick Cruz a little north of the 
Cape Banks region in Sydney’s eastern suburbs.
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Sydney based divers report that they are seeing fewer 
weedy seadragons so John Turnbull, SIMS Visiting Fellow, 
is working with other scientists from SIMS and UTS and 
with members of the NSW Underwater Research Group to 
establish a citizen science monitoring program gathering  
data to help protect these fascinating creatures.  

Weedy seadragons live along the southern part of 
Australia’s coast from around Port Stephens in NSW around 
to about Geraldton in WA.  

The first priority is to find where they are and what are 
their numbers.  They have beautiful body markings which 
are unique to each individual.  There are approximately 
500 spots on each side so (with much patience) counting 
the spots and noting their location enables identification 
and monitoring of the animal over time.  Their range 
is limited, up to 150m, so it can be expected that the 
same seadragons will be in the same locations.  The leafy 
appendages on the upper body surface are not used for 
identification as they can be lost to passing predators.

The weedy seadragons are related to pipefishes and 
seahorses, all highly evolved fishes that have lost some 
fish characteristics such as a tail fin for swimming.  Without 
a tail they are poor swimmers.  They feed mainly on tiny 
mysid shrimp which live on sand.  They stalk their prey 
and use kelp for camouflage both when hunting and for 
protection from predators.  

Male seadragons carry the eggs under their tale.  They can 
have up to 300 eggs.  After about two months the eggs 
hatch.  A yolk sac remains attached for a couple of days 
until the snout grows and they commence to feed. 

Operation Crayweed at Sculpture by the Sea
Operation Crayweed (featured in the two previous newsletters),  
aims to restore crayweed along the Sydney coastline and it will 
now be present at this year’s Scultpure by the Sea.  This will be an 
outstanding community outreach opportunity for SIMS, with tens 
of thousands of people talking to scientists and learning about 
Operation Crayweed and marine science in general.  

Created by Turpin  +  Crawford Studio, a dynamic 
public art practice, the display will feature the art work 
located at a site adjacent to where crayweed is being  
re-established.  There will be information tents manned by scientists 
and an interactive mobile app will tell the story of Crayweed’s past 
disappearance and its current and future restoration.  Artists will 
run workshops with primary school children inspiring them to 
create wearable marine creature costumes.

Bondi is one of a series of reforestation sites that will see scientists 
planting crayweed (Phyllospora comosa) along Sydney’s eastern seaboard  
to restore the underwater forests and their marine ecosystems that 
were lost in the 1970s and 1980s when Sydney’s sewage flowed directly 
onshore.

Citizen divers helping protect our weedy seadragons

A weedy seadragon with its markings showing very clearly.
This photo and much of the information for this article are from a 
publication on weedy seadragons by John Turnbull.
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Generous support for the Emerald Dinner 
3 nights at beautiful Lizard Island Resort
Delaware North Companies Parks & Resorts have donated 
this wonderful prize to be auctioned at our Emerald Dinner.

Lizard Island Resort is an indulgent retreat offering 
sensational diving, snorkelling right off the beach and 
superb dining set amongst pristine white sands and clear 
blue waters.

The beach in the photo to the right is directly in front of 
the Resort and the amazing clam gardens, with numerous 
colourful giant clams nestling amongst the coral, are just a 
few minutes away by snorkel.

The prize includes 3 nights for two people in a Sunset 
Point Villa, gourmet meals, non-alcoholic beverages 
and selected fine Australian and New Zealand wines, 
beer, spirits and champagne, picnic hampers, use of non 
motorised water sports and motorised dinghies and 
return scheduled East Air flights between Cairns and 
Lizard Island.  Valid to 8 September 2017 but excluding  
18 December to 8 January and 30 January to 12 February.

The Sunset Point Villas look down on the beautiful beach 
in the photo to the left and the Australian Museum’s Lizard 
Island Research Station is a 40 minute walk around the 
adjacent headland at low tide.

A stunning view of Lizard Island with the Blue Lagoon in the foreground.  Palfrey Island and South Island enclose the lagoon while the main island is in the 
background of this photo.  The Island was named by Captain Cook who landed there in August 1770.  On 12th August he climbed to the highest point of the 
island (359 metres above sea level) to look for an opening in the outer barrier reefs to allow his escape to the open seas.  That highest point is known now as 
Cook’s Look and there is a track leading from the beach to the Summit.
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More fabulous support for the Emerald Dinner 
3 nights plus golf at Kauri Cliffs in New Zealand 
Julian Robertson, the gracious owner of Kauri Cliffs, has very 
generously donated this prize for auction at our Emerald 
Dinner.  Kauri Cliffs is a very special place, rated in 2016 as 
number 49 of all the golf courses in the world.  It is located just 
north of the Bay of Islands in New Zealand.  Six of the holes run 
parallel to the ocean with stunning views of the Cavalli Islands 
which can be seen in the photo at the bottom of this page.  

Apart from the views, golf and excellent service at Kauri Cliffs, 
there are lots of other attractions and activities:

Farm Tour.  
Kauri Cliffs is a working farm and this tour with the farm 
manager takes you around 2,500 hectares of farmland.
Pink Beach.
Pink Beach is composed of minute pink shells and surrounded 
by magnificent Pohutukawa trees.  It is the perfect place for a 
picnic.
Waiaua Beach.
This wide beach is covered with fine white sand and is ideal for 
swimming, snorkelling and fishing.
Scenic flights by helicopter.
Enjoy the beauty of the Bay of Islands and New Zealand’s 
Northland in the comfort of Kauri Cliff’s own six seater 
helicopter.
Sail the Bay of Islands.
Explore the islands and bays with a professional skipper and 
crew.
Waitangi Treaty Grounds.
You can visit the Waitangi Treaty Grounds where the Treaty of 
Waitangi (New Zealand’s founding document) was signed.

The prize includes three nights accommodation in a 
luxurious suite and an 18 hole round of golf for two people  
with cart hire.  Accommodation includes pre-dinner drinks 
and canapés, gourmet dinner, full breakfast, and use of the 
Lodge facilities excluding spa treatments.   
Valid to 30 November 2016 and 1 March to 30 August 2017.

These photos show the magnificence of Kauri Cliffs:
Top: The Lodge at Kauri Cliffs.
Middle: Looking south along the coast.
Bottom: The 17th fairway and green with tees for the 18th below.
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YES, I WANT TO SUPPORT CUTTING EDGE RESEARCH 
AND EDUCATION AT SIMS
Sydney Institute of Marine Science is the major marine research institute in New South Wales.  

•	 Our science is making a substantial contribution to safeguarding the irreplaceable marine assets that we are 
fortunate enough to enjoy.   

•	 Our education programs play a vital role in helping to produce the next generation of researchers and managers 
of the marine environment. 

•	 Our community outreach programs extend to all ages and aim to enthuse and inform Australians about science.

Donations to SIMS Foundation are tax deductible and all donations will be put to good use.  Please donate via our web 
site at http://sims.org.au/donation/ or return this form to SIMS via email or post (address on next page).

THANK YOU
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